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2014 GENEALOGY: STAYING CURRENT WITH SITES AND RESOURCES 

Presented by James Baker, PhD, CG         jimb@starstream.net 

Problems with Being Able to Stay Current 
 
1. New Technology turns up on the market – some may be immensely helpful for genealogy 
 (Think about "the Cloud," modern cameras, portable computer devices, genealogy apps) 
 
2. New Sites appear and evolve.  Some of these sites may be exactly what you need.  
 (Think about My Heritage, Linkpendium, Mocavo)  – none of these were here 10 years ago. 
 
3. The Existing Big Sites evolve; they frequently buy existing companies, partner with others, 
add new record sources, new matching possibilities, or other new capabilities. 
(Think about the recently merged technology of Family Search, Ancestry, Find My Past, and My 
Heritage; or the partnership between Family Search and Worldcat) 
 
4. Digitized books and records are mushrooming in size, especially the online capabilities. 
(Think about Google Books, or the proliferation of digitized Family Search records) 
 
 

Where to Look: The Best and Basic Sites 
 

Site What You Find Comments 

Ancestry.com  Census data 

 Passenger data 

 Military data 

 Postings of family trees 

 Message boards 

 Always look here; this is the 
largest site and now contains 
other sites purchased by ancestry 

 Use the message boards for your 
difficult challenges 

Familysearch.org  Wide variety of records 

 Family tree postings 

 Catalog data for microfilm 
and books 

 Always look here; largest site for 
many categories of records 

 Free site 

My Heritage.com  Full slate of records 

 Free "Family Tree Builder," a 
database program 

 This is now the 3rd largest site 

 International flavor 

 Heavy on latest matching 
technology 

Rootsweb.com  Family tree postings 

 Wide variety of records 

 This site is ancestry's free site, 
and contains many of ancestry's 
features 

Findmypast.com  British records  4th largest genealogy site 
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Sources that Tell Us Where to Look 
 

Source What It Tells You Comments 

Family Search 
WIKI 

 Detailed information on 
almost any conceivable 
genealogy topic: locations, 
ethnic groups, events, etc. 

 Started in 2006, this WIKI has 
76,000 topics covered in some 
death; it is like a huge genealogy 
encyclopedia 

 Covers both online and offline 
sources, and tells costs 

Worldcat.org  References to books for 
specific topics, such as a 
town or a surname family 

 Has partnership with family search 
so that each of these entities has 
the results of the other's listings 

Cyndislist.com  Provides listing of links to 
290,000 sites within 180 
categories 

 The huge lists are organized neatly 
so that you can search quickly but 
thoroughly and not be 
overwhelmed 

Linkpendium.com  Provides links to over 10 
million sites based on 
either surnames or 
state/county listings 

 This is an outstanding collection of 
links 

 For a US county, you will typically 
get 1,000 or more online sites 
noted, neatly categorized 

Mocavo.com  Provides links to other 
sites and contains a lot of 
data on its own site 

 It has both a free and a pay site 
area 

 
 

Learning Opportunities 
 

Type of Learning What Do You Learn Comments 

Formal 
Genealogy 
Classes 

 These classes run the gamut; some 
classes cover geographic areas or 
ethnic groups while others might 
cover major happenings such as 
military records or wars; other deal 
with new technology 

 Many classes are free 
online, given by ancestry, 
family search, or BYU 

 Others might be given live 
locally at an FHC or a local 
college 

Advanced Classes  Advanced classes provide in-depth 
learning, some with workshops and 
homework assignments 

 Topics again run the gamut, ranging 
from "how to" technology efforts to 
classes emphasizing ethnic groups 

 Samford College in 
Birmingham, AL has annual 
week-long classes; also, 
SLC has a number of week-
long classes throughout the 
year 

 NGS has online classes 
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 Various other groups also 
offer week-long classes 
 

Type of Learning What Do You Learn Comments 

Short 1-Hour 
Classes and 
Presentations 

 Topics run the gamut; over time 
you can find classes in practically 
every imaginable genealogy area 

 Numerous presentations 
are offered at large 
genealogy society events, 
such as the NGS 
conference 

 Smaller genealogy groups 
also offer these 
opportunities, both at 
monthly and annual 
conferences 

Webinars  Pick your topic; webinars are given 
on many different specialty areas 

 Many webinars are free, 
some are not 

 Given by NGS, SoCal 
Jamboree, and others 

Genealogy Blogs  There are at least 50 or more 
genealogy blogs that appear online 
daily; some have specialty areas 
while others are more general 

 Popular bloggers include 
Dick Eastman, Genealogy 
Star, the Legal Genealogist, 
and the Genetic 
Genealogist 

 
 

The Genealogy Technology You Need 

 

Area Key Factors Comments 

Genealogy 
Database 

 Organize a computer file for your 
database 

 Be careful of PAF, although you 
can still use it 

 Several free programs are 
available, and premium programs 
are usually only about $30 or so 

 Consider using Legacy, Roots 
Magic, or Family Tree Builder 

Database 
Backup 

 Need to protect against loss of 
computer data, backup at least 
monthly 

 Backups can be done via Zip drive, 
flash drive, or "the Cloud" 

Cameras 
and Films 

 Modern cameras are good, take 
good pictures, good to put these in 
your database 

 Microfilms are gradually being 
replaced in favor of digitization 

iPhones, 
Tablets, 

 These devices now have enough 
capacity to handle (probably) your 
genealogy database 

 As a suggestion, use the computer 
that you are most comfortable 
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Flash 
Drives 

 Maybe you don't need to use a 
desktop computer 

with to store your full-sized 
genealogy database 

 
 
 

What You Need to Know About DNA 
 

Type of DNA Test Examples of Use Payoff 

Direct Male-Line Y Test This was the kind of test used 
for the Jefferson-Hemmings 
series of research findings 

This type of DNA test provides 
solid data for confirming or 
denying direct family 
relationships of father to son to 
son 

Direct Female Line Test This was the kind of test that 
would have disproved the 
Anastasia deception 

This test provides solid data for 
confirming mother to daughter 
to daughter type relationships 

Autosomal Tests These tests provide data about 
similarity of relationships across 
genders 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. This type of test is useful in 
defining relationships among 
various types of cousins, 
notably “new” cousins that are 
previously unknown to the 
researcher 
 
2. Finding the new cousins may 
give the clue needed to add 
many people to your database 

 
 
 

"Hidden" Local Genealogy Resources 
 

 These resources are defined as hidden because they are not usually included in the 
databanks of the large genealogy sites or even the major genealogy source finders 

 They are often found in local libraries, or perhaps specialized libraries 
 These local libraries usually have their own sites where they list their findings – you can 

check these resources prior to making a trip to the local area 
 Also, there are often local genealogists who can help 
 Sometimes you can find data "on the ground" at local places that is unavailable 

elsewhere 
 
 

Some Genealogy "Rules" 
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1. Work smarter, not harder 
 Don't duplicate research work that others have done 

 Get help from others who may already have the data you need 

 Find out about readily available data sources 

 This rule applies to all sites, and includes data in books 
 

2. Believe the records are available somewhere 
 Be optimistic; don't give up too soon 

 Look in unexpected places, both geographically and in terms of records 
 

3. Always verify the accuracy of postings 
 Beware of the accuracy of postings; too many people copy and re-copy other's postings and 

it turns out that there are no sources – and the data are wrong 

 When data are correct, it is relatively easy and straightforward to be able to verify it 

 Do not pass along bad data 
 

4. Devote some of your time to staying current with genealogy resources 

 Keep up with what is happening on the latest sites 
 Consider attending a genealogy conference periodically 
 Subscribe to a free genealogy blog 
 Take a genealogy class once in a while 
 Watch a webinar 
 
 


